
Making InferencesMaking InferencesMaking InferencesMaking Inferences    

Infer these situations:Infer these situations:Infer these situations:Infer these situations:    

• You sit down near your friend at lunch, and she gets up and moves to a 

different table. What could you infer is going on?What could you infer is going on?What could you infer is going on?What could you infer is going on? 

o _________________________________________________________________ 

• You get home from school, and your dog jumps on you and licks your face 

at the door. What could you infer is going on?What could you infer is going on?What could you infer is going on?What could you infer is going on? 

o ___________________________________________________________________ 

An inference is anAn inference is anAn inference is anAn inference is an _____________________  _____________________________ that we makethat we makethat we makethat we make 

based on thebased on thebased on thebased on the _______________________________________ that is right in front of us, that is right in front of us, that is right in front of us, that is right in front of us, 

combined with our owncombined with our owncombined with our owncombined with our own _________________________________________.  

 

What are 3 inferences you can make from the video shown?What are 3 inferences you can make from the video shown?What are 3 inferences you can make from the video shown?What are 3 inferences you can make from the video shown?    

1. ____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Underline/highlight the pieces of text evidence that supUnderline/highlight the pieces of text evidence that supUnderline/highlight the pieces of text evidence that supUnderline/highlight the pieces of text evidence that support the inferences that port the inferences that port the inferences that port the inferences that 

Katie is going trickKatie is going trickKatie is going trickKatie is going trick----orororor----treatingtreatingtreatingtreating. 

  



Read the following paragraph. Answer the inference question in a complete Read the following paragraph. Answer the inference question in a complete Read the following paragraph. Answer the inference question in a complete Read the following paragraph. Answer the inference question in a complete 

sentence. Underline at least 2 clues (text evidences) that support the inference sentence. Underline at least 2 clues (text evidences) that support the inference sentence. Underline at least 2 clues (text evidences) that support the inference sentence. Underline at least 2 clues (text evidences) that support the inference 

you made. you made. you made. you made.     

 The waves crashed against the beach. Thunder cracked and lightning lit 

the sky. The wind howled and ben trees over sideways. People put shutters on 

their windows, bought supplies, and were ready. 

 

What were the people expecting?What were the people expecting?What were the people expecting?What were the people expecting?    

    

    

    

    

Create your own inference question about the passage above. Create your own inference question about the passage above. Create your own inference question about the passage above. Create your own inference question about the passage above.     


